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Hello {{Recipient.FirstName}},

We're excited to share some updates with you. In this edition, we introduce you to the brand new

CTi®3 and our exciting feature in the global health campaign by Reuters'. We also share a

testimonial on the Unloader One® X and welcome Sarah O'Callaghan back to the Victorian Sales
Team. 

In this edition:    

CTi®3 Has Just Arrived!

Global Health Campaign by Reuters

Unloader One® X Testimonial

Welcome Back, Sarah!

The Wait is Over: CTi®3 Has Arrived!
CTi®3 brings a new vision to double upright knee braces. Innovative engineering makes CTi3
an excellent option for most of your patient population. Suitable for both everyday activities and
sports, CTi3 offers great quality with its enhanced construction and anatomical fit for elevated
comfort at an economical price. 
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☑  Enhanced construction - Lightweight, high-strength carbon composite
frames provide the optimal stiffness-to-weight ratio.
☑  Anatomical fit - Designed to fit a wider range of leg shapes and includes

an Accutrac® hinge to closely follow the knee’s anatomical movement.
☑  Elevated comfort - Unique liners enhance comfort with their special tread
block pattern, which provides a balance of cushion and ventilation.
☑  Easy-to-use accessories and replacement parts - including MX kits,
impact guards, replacement strap sets, liner sets, and flexion stops.
 

 
Explore CTi3

 

Global Health Campaign by Reuters
 

The Global Health Campaign, hosted by Reuters.com, is tackling this question head-on with
ground-breaking documentaries that showcase the latest innovations in healthcare and we at

Össur are proud to be one of the companies featured.

We are excited to share our sustainability journey and commitment to improving the health and
well-being of people worldwide.

 
Watch the Video

Unloader One® X Testimonial

Glenys shared that with the Unloader One X, “The benefits are
that I became more mobile. I play lawn bowls and previously
thought that I would have to give it up. Happily, I am now able
to take part in tournaments again!” - Glenys, Unloader One X
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user.”

Glenys was referred to an orthotic clinic by her Orthopaedic
surgeon. Glenys is currently 81 years old and had polio as a child.
She wore calipers as a child and in more recent times had a
plastic custom AFO to control a left foot drop. Subsequently, her
left ankle was arthrodesed and the knee is now the focus, as she
experiences knee hyperextension and genu valgus with every
step.
 

After trialling a number of different knee braces, the force of the knee hyperextension continued
when in the braces. Glenys was introduced to the Unloader One X by her orthotist to attempt to
change her knee alignment and control her knee valgus. With the Unloader One® X, Glenys
managed to discard her walking stick and stated that she has better stability, and less knee
hyperextension due to the robust hinge and strapping and has been able to play lawn bowls
freely.

 
Unloader One X

Welcome Back, Sarah!
 

This month, we welcome Sarah O’Callaghan back to our Australian sales
team after spending the last twelve months looking after our New Zealand
customers. 
 

Sarah will now be servicing many of our Melbourne, regional Victorian and
Tasmanian customers alongside Tim Amor and Neelesh Ravikumar. She
will be reaching out to many of you to connect in the coming months. 

 
Meet the Team

Customer Care
Contact the Customer Care team today!
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Meet the team
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Össur ANZ

Sydney: 26 Ross St, North Parramatta, NSW 2151 | 1300 123 268

Melbourne: 9 Market Dr, Bayswater North, VIC 3153 | 1300 123 268

Auckland: 6/80 Westpoint Dr, Hobsonville, Auckland, 0618 | 0800 369 524
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